
Chapter 0

Introdutory Remarks

A solid or, more generally, ondensed matter is a omplex many-body-problem (∼1023

eletrons and nulei per m3). The most important foundations of its theoretial desrip-

tion are eletroni-struture theory and statistial mehanis. Due to the omplexity of

the many-body problem there is a large variety of phenomena and properties. Their de-

sription and understanding is the purpose of this leture ourse on �ondensed matter�.

Keywords are e.g. rystal struture, hardness, magnetism, ondutivity, superondutiv-

ity, et.. The name of this leture (Theoretial Material Siene) indiates that we intend

to go a step further, i.e., �ondensed matter� has been replaed by �materials�. This is

a small, but nevertheless important generalization. When we talk about materials, then

in addition to phenomena and properties we also think of potential appliations, i.e., the

possible funtion of materials, like in eletroni, magneti, and optial devies, sensor

tehnology, atalysts, lubriation, and surfae oatings (e.g. with respet to protetion

against orrosion and mehanial srath-resistane). It is obvious that these funtions,

whih are determined to a large extent by properties on a nanometer sale, play an im-

portant role in many tehnologies on whih our lifestyle and also the wealth of our soiety

are based. Also beause of this (next to the fasination of the phenomena in fundamental

researh) today's material siene is playing a truly signi�ant role.

At the base of the funtion of materials is the eletroni struture. The �eld of eletroni-

struture theory, applied to problems from material siene desribed above, is in an

important, ative phase with rapid developments in the underlying theory, new methods,

new algorithms, and new omputer odes. For several years now a theory is evolving that,

taking advantage of high and highest performane omputers, allows (starting from the

fundamental equations of the interating many-body problem) an atomisti modelling of

omplex systems with preditive power. Two entral ingredients of suh ab initio theories

are a reliable desription of the underlying elementary proesses (e.g. breaking and for-

mation of hemial bonds), and a orret treatment of the statistial mehanis of their

interations.

Beause of the importane of many-body e�ets in the desription of the interations in

poly-atomi systems up to now a systemati treatment was barely possible. The om-

plexity of the quantum mehanial many-body problem required the introdution of ap-

proximations, whih often were not obvious. �Only� sine 1978 (or 1982)1 have reliable

alulations for solids been arried out and only this allows to hek the possibly reason-

able (and often neessary) approximations and to give the reasons for their suess; or

it is demonstrated whih approximations have to be abandoned. And even the available

preditive theories reeived a rigorous foundation (density funtional theory) only in 1964.

1V.L. Moruzzi, J.F. Janak, and A.R. Williams, Calulated Eletroni Properties of Metals, Pergamon

Press (1978) ISBN 0-08-022705-8; and M.T. Yin and M.L. Cohen, Theory of stati strutural properties,

rystal stability, and phase transformations: Appliation to Si and Ge, Phys. Rev. B 26, 5668 (1982).
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Today this development has reahed a feasible level for many types of problems, but it is

not ompleted yet.

With these �new� developments the approximations, whih in existing text books are in-

trodued ad ho, an be inspeted. Further it is possible to make quantitative preditions,

e.g. for the properties of new materials. But still theoretial ondensed matter physis or

theoretial material siene, is in an ative state of development. Phenomena investigated

or understood in a very inomplete way, inlude phase transitions, disorder, atalysis,

defets (meta-, bistabilities), properties of heterostrutures and quantum dots, rystal

growth, systems ontaining f -eletrons, high-temperature-superondutivity, eletroni

exitation, and transport.

For modern theoretial material siene there are two main hallenges:

1. To explain experimentally found properties and phenomena and to plae them in

a bigger ontext and order. This is done by developing models, i.e., by a redution

to the key physial proesses, whih enables a qualitative or semi-quantitative un-

derstanding. As mentioned before, there are examples for whih these tasks are not

aomplished yet.

2. To predit, independent of experiment, properties of systems that have not been

investigated experimentally so far � or situations that annot be investigated by ex-

periments diretly. The latter inlude onditions of very high pressures or onditions

that are hemially or radioatively harsh.

The latter point shall be illustrated by the following example:

Only today one starts to understand fundamental questions of ondensed matter. Until

reently it was not possible to show theoretially why diamond (arbon) is harder than

Si. Further, properties an be alulated under onditions whih are inaessible by ex-

periment, e.g. the visosity and the melting temperature of iron at pressures that exist

at the earth ore. These theoretial investigations have beome possible only sine 1978

(the example onerning the properties of iron an be investigated only sine about 19992).

The element arbon exists in three solid phases: i) as amorphous solid and in rystalline

form ii) as graphite and iii) as diamond3,4. Graphite is the most stable phase, i.e., the

one with the lowest internal energy. Diamond is only a metastable state, but with a rather

long lifetime. Usually when arbon atoms are brought together graphite or an amorphous

phase is formed. Only under ertain onditions (pressure, temperature) in the inner earth

2D. Alfe, M.J. Gillan, and G.D. Prie, Nature 401, 462 (1999).
3Diamond is the hardest known material, i.e., it has the highest bulk modulus. Diamonds without

defets are most transparent to light. At room temperature their thermal ondutivity is better than that

of any other material.
4This statement is slightly simpli�ed. More preisely (up to now) two types of graphite and two types

of diamond are known. Additionally sine 1968 and 1972, respetively, haoit and arbon (VI), sine 1985

fullerenes (e.g. C60) and sine 1991 arbon nanotubes are known. From the latter �soft matter� an be

formed, and they an also be used diretly as nano-materials (for example as nanotube transistors). These

systems will be disussed in more detail later.
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were diamonds formed. Therefore, in a ertain sense, diamonds are known only aiden-

tally. It annot be exluded that also other elements (Si, Ge, Ag, Au) an exist in other

yet unknown modi�ations. Examples for new, arti�ially reated materials are semi-

ondutor quantum dot or quantum wire systems, or epitaxial magneti layers5. One

the interations between atoms are understood, possibly materials with ompletely new

physial properties ould be predited theoretially. As an example, by the theoretial

investigation of semiondutor heterostrutures or of metal heterostrutures it is atu-

ally attempted to predit new materials for light emitting diodes (LEDs) or new magneti

memory devies. By the theoretial investigation of alloys and surfae alloys (for whih no

bulk-analogue exists) of new ompositions the hope is to �nd new atalysts. This sounds

like being very lose to pratial appliation. However, it should be noted that applia-

tions of suh theoretial preditions annot be expeted in the too near future, beause

in industry many pratial details (onerning the tehnial proesses, ost optimization,

et.) are ruial for the deision if a physial e�et will be used in real devies.

A theory is partiularly useful, if it has preditive power. In these days there is a hange

in ondensed matter theory. While previously the main fous was on the reprodution of

experimental results and on the transfer to similar systems, nowadays theory is applied

more and more independent of experiment, e.g. to predit new properties of solids and to

stimulate new experiments.

In reent years, two aspets have had a big impat on materials siene and ondensed

matter physis: First, the potential tehnologial importane of semiondutor physis,

magnetism, surfae physis (omputer, ommuniation and information tehnology, atal-

ysis, lubriation, new materials). Seond, sine 1980 30 Nobel prizes have been awarded

for work in the �eld of or related to materials siene. Just a short list is given here (see

also: http://www.nobel.se/):

1981 Physis: Niolaas Bloembergen and Arthur L. Shawlow �for their ontribution to

the development of laser spetrosopy� and

Kai M. Siegbahn �for his ontribution to the development of high-resolution eletron

spetrosopy�.

1981 Chemistry: Kenihi Fukui and Roald Ho�mann �for their theories, developed inde-

pendently, onerning the ourse of hemial reations�.

1982 Physis: Kenneth G. Wilson �for his theory for ritial phenomena in onnetion

with phase transitions�.

1982 Chemistry: Aaron Klug �for his development of rystallographi eletron mirosopy

5In 1988, Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg independently disovered that an inreased magnetoresistive

e�et (hene dubbed �giant magnetoresistane� or GMR) an be obtained in magneti multilayers. These

systems essentially onsist of an alternate stak of ferromagneti (e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, and their alloys) and

non-ferromagneti (e.g., Cr, Cu, Ru, et.) metalli layers. It is unusual that a basi e�et like GMR leads

in less than a deade after disovery to ommerial appliations: Magneti �eld sensors based on GMR

were already introdued into the market as early as 1996, and by now e.g. all read heads for hard diss

are built that way. In 2007 Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg were awarded the Nobel Prize in physis.
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and his strutural eluidation of biologially important nulei aid-protein om-

plexes�.

1983 Chemistry: Henry Taube �for his work on the mehanisms of eletron transfer rea-

tions, espeially in metal omplexes�.

1984 Chemistry: Robert Brue Merri�eld �for his development of methodology for hem-

ial synthesis on a solid matrix�.

1985 Physis: Klaus von Klitzing �for the disovery of the quantized Hall e�et� (von

Klitzing, Dorda, Pepper, Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 494 (1980); Physis Today 38, 17

(1985)).

1985 Chemistry: Herbert A. Hauptman and Jerome Karle �for their outstanding ahieve-

ments in the development of diret methods for the determination of rystal stru-

tures�.

1986 Physis: Ernst Ruska �for his fundamental work in eletron optis and for the design

of the �rst eletron mirosope� and

Gerd Binnig and Heinrih Rohrer �for their design of the sanning tunneling mi-

rosope� (Physis Today, Jan. 1987, p. 17) and (Binnig, Rohrer, Gerber, Werbel,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 57 (1982)).

1986 Chemistry: Dudley R. Hershbah, Yuan T. Lee, and John C. Polanyi �for their

ontributions onerning the dynamis of hemial elementary proesses�.

1987 Physis: J. Georg Bednorz and K. Alexander Müller �for their important break-

through in the disovery of superondutivity in erami materials�.

1987 Chemistry: Donald J. Cram, Jean-Marie Lejn, and Charles J. Pedersen �for their

development and use of moleules with struture-spei� interations of high sele-

tivity�.

1988 Chemistry: Johann Deisenhofer, Robert Huber, and Hartmut Mihel, �for the de-

termination of the three-dimensional struture of a photosyntheti reation entre�.

1991 Physis: Pierre-Gilles de Gennes �for disovering that methods developed for study-

ing order phenomena in simple systems an be generalized to more omplex forms

of matter, in partiular to liquid rystals and polymers�.

1991 Chemistry: Rihard R. Ernst �for his ontributions to the development of the method-

ology of high resolution nulear magneti resonane (NMR) spetrosopy�.

1992 Chemistry: Rudolph A. Marus �for his ontributions to the theory of eletron trans-

fer reations in hemial systems�.

1994 Physis: Bertram N. Brokhouse �for the development of neutron spetrosopy� and

Cli�ord G. Shull �for the development of the neutron di�ration tehnique�.

1996 Physis: David M. Lee, Douglas D. Oshero�, and Robert C. Rihardson �for their

disovery of super�uidity in helium-3�.
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1996 Chemistry: Robert F. Curl Jr., Sir Harold W. Kroto, and Rihard E. Smalley �for

their disovery of fullerenes�.

1997 Physis: Steven Chu, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji, and William D. Phillips �for devel-

opment of methods to ool and trap atoms with laser light�.

1998 Physis: Robert B. Laughlin, Horst L. Störmer, and Daniel C. Tsui �for their dis-

overy of a new form of quantum �uid with frationally harged exitations�.

1998 Chemistry: Walter Kohn �for his development of the density-funtional theory� and

John A. Pople �for his development of omputational methods in quantum hem-

istry�.

1999 Chemistry: Ahmed H. Zewail �for his studies of the transition states of hemial

reations using femtoseond spetrosopy�.

2000 Physis: Zhores I. Alferov and Herbert Kroemer �for developing semiondutor het-

erostrutures used in high-speed- and opto-eletronis� and Jak S. Kilby �for his

part in the invention of the integrated iruit�.

2000 Chemistry: Alan J. Heeger, Alan G. MaDiarmid, and Hideki Shirakawa, �for the

disovery and development of ondutive polymers�.

2001 Physis: Eri A. Cornell, Wolfgang Ketterle, and Carl E. Wieman �for the ahieve-

ment of Bose-Einstein ondensation in dilute gases of alkali atoms, and for early

fundamental studies of the properties of the ondensates�.

2003 Physis: Alexei A. Abrikosov, Vitaly L. Ginzburg, and Anthony J. Leggett �for

pioneering ontributions to the theory of superondutors and super�uids�.

2005 Physis: Roy J. Glauber �for his ontribution to the quantum theory of optial

oherene� and John L. Hall and Theodor Hänsh for �their ontributions to the

development of laser-based preision spetrosopy, inluding the optial omb teh-

nique�.

2007 Physis: Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg �for their disovery of Giant Magnetore-

sistane�.

2007 Chemistry: Gerhard Ertl �for his studies of hemial proesses on solid surfaes�.

In the above list I ignored work on biophysis, though some developments in this area are

now beoming also part of ondensed matter physis.

The quantum-Hall-e�et (Nobel prize 1985) is roughly understood these days, whih is

true only in a limited way for its �variant� the �frational quantum-Hall-e�et� (Nobel

prize 1998). The latter is based on the strong orrelation of the eletrons and even these

days unexpeted results are found.
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The theory of high-Tc superondutivity is still unlear (Nobel prize 1987). Here, the

oupling seems to have a di�erent symmetry than in onventional BCS-superondutors.

While high-Tc superonduturs have a omplex atomi struture and onsist of at least 4

elements (z.B. La, Ba, Cu, O), reently a relatively simple material was found (MgB2),

whih also has a high ritial temperature (Tc = 39 K, this orresponds to the tempera-

ture of the �rst high-Tc superondutors; these days high-Tc superondutors with ritial

temperatures lose to 100 K are known).

In this leture:

1. Equations will not fall down from heaven, but we will derive them from �rst prin-

iples;

2. we will not only give the mathematial derivation, but also, and in partiular, we

will develop a physial feeling, i.e., we will spend a notieable amount of time in

interpreting equations;

3. we will give the reasons for approximations and larify their physial meaning and

the range of validity (as muh as this is possible).

In ontrast to most text books we will start with the �adiabati priniple� and subse-

quently disuss the quantum mehanial nature of the eletron-eletron interation. In

most text books both are introdued only in the middle or at the end.

In the �rst part of the leture we will restrit ourselves � unless stated otherwise � to

T ≈ 0 K. Sometimes an extrapolation to T 6= 0 K is unproblemati. Still, one should keep

in mind that for T 6= 0 K important hanges and new e�ets an our (e.g. due to the

entropy).

0.1 Literature for this leture:

Author: Ashroft, Neil W. and Mermin, N. David

Title: Solid state physis

Plae: Philadelphia, PA

Year: 1981

Publisher: Saunders College Publishing

ISBN: 0-03-083993-9 = 0-03-049346-3

Author: Kittel, Charles

Title: Quantum theory of solids

Plae: Hoboken, NJ

Year: 1963

Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, In
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Author: Ziman, John M.

Title: Priniples of the theory of solids

Plae: Cambridge

Year: 1964

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

Author: Ziman, John M.

Title: Models of disorder: the theoretial physis of homogeneously disordered sys-

tems

Plae: Cambridge

Year: 1979

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISBN: 0-521-21784-9 = 0-521-29280-8

Author: Ibah, Harald and Lüth, Hans

Title: Solid-state physis: an introdution to priniples of materials siene

Edition: 2. Ed.

Plae: Berlin

Year: 1995

Publisher: Springer

ISBN: 3-540-58573-7 = 0-387-58573-7

Author: Madelung, Otfried

Title: Festkörpertheorie, 3 Bände

Plae: Berlin

Year: 1972

Publisher: Springer

Author: Sherz, Udo

Title: Quantenmehanik

Plae: Stuttgart

Year: 1999

Publisher: Teubner

ISBN: 3519032465

Author: Dreizler, Reiner M. and Gross, Eberhard K. U.

Title: Density funtional theory: an approah to the quantum many-body problem

Plae: Berlin

Year: 1990

Publisher: Springer

ISBN: 3-540-51993-9 = 0-387-51993-9
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Author: Parr, Robert G. and Yang, Weitao

Title: Density-funtional theory of atoms and moleules

Plae: Oxford

Year: 1994

Publisher: Oxford University Press

ISBN: 0-19-509276-7

Author: Anderson, Philip W.

Title: Basi notions of ondensed matter physis

Plae: London

Year: 1984

Publisher: Benjamin/Cummings

ISBN: 0-8053-0220-4 = 0-8053-0219-0

Author: Marder, Mihael P.

Title: Condensed matter physis

Plae: New York

Year: 2000

Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, In.

ISBN: 0-471-17779-2

Author: Martin, Rihard M.

Title: Eletroni Struture

Plae: Cambridge

Year: 2004

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

0.2 The following symbols and terms are used:

−e harge of the eletron

+e harge of the proton

m mass of the eletron

rk position of eletron k

σk spin of eletron k

ZK nulear harge of atom K

ZvK
valene of atom K

MK mass of nuleus K

RK position of nuleus K

φ eletri �eld
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Ψ many-body wave funtion of the eletrons and nulei

Λ nulear wave funtion

Φ many-body wave funtion of the eletrons

ϕ single-partile wave funtion of the eletrons

χ spin wave funtion

{RI} ≡ {R1,...,RM} atomi positions

{riσi} ≡ {r1σ1,...,rNσN} eletron oordinates (position + spin)

ε0 dieletri onstant of the vauum

ǫi single partile energy of eletron i

Vg volume of the base region

Ω volume of a primitive ell

vIon
K (r) potential of ion K at position r

0.3 Atomi Units

At least at the beginning of the leture I will use SI-units (Système International d'Unités).

However, in order to simplify the notation in quantum mehanis often the so-alled

atomi units (a.u.) are introdued. For histori reasons, there are two, slightly di�erent

onventions: Rydberg and Hartree atomi units. For both we have

length :
4πε0h̄

2

me2
= 1 bohr = 0.529177 Å = 0.0529177 nm , (0.1)

and further we have:

e2

4πε0

h̄ m energy:
h̄2

2ma2

B

h̄2

2m
Hamilton operator

of hydrogen atom

Rydberg a.u. 2 1 0.5 1 Ry = 13.606 (eV) 1 −∇2 + 2
r

Hartree a.u. 1 1 1
1
2
Ha; 1 Ha = 27.212 (eV) 0.5 −1

2
∇2 + 1

r
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